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K n a p e n  T r a i l e r s  P r o d u c t r a n g eKnapen Trailers was the first European manufacturer of self supporting moving floor trailers and is now
the top specialist in this type of transport. Our trailers are ultra light and ultra strong, their main feature being

a horizontal loading and unloading system. You will find that Knapen Trailers manufacture one of the best road transport solutions
available in the whole of Europe, whether your requirement is for general or loose bulk cargo to be carried.

Knapen build cost effective trailers, thanks to their quality, knowledge, engineering technique and customer-friendly approach.  
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S p e c i a l  P r o d u c t s

High volume

K504, doors on both sides

Verge grass trailerHydraulic top cover system

Hydraulic rear door Trailer combination

Customisation for mushroom industry Compact with beet doors Compost carrier with agitator

High volume or heavy waste 30T, rear steering

Closed side protection

Internal hopper

Domestic and general waste

Y o u r  S p e c i a l ?
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Light and Flexible

The K501 has one door that opens on one side of the body, this door has an

opening of 6.8 metre wide. With a door opening of this size it enables side-loading 

of cargo such as multi dimensional pallets and many other fork lift loadable cargos. 

The moving floor enables you to move the cargo easily within the confines of the 

body. This trailer is built as a self supporting type, limiting its weight to the absolute 

minimum and resulting thus in an ultra-light and extremely flexible trailer.

The slogan “invisible technology, visible quality!” also applies here. One example 

of this is the way in which the seams on the inner side walls, are fully seal welded 

using a hypermodern welding robot. This system of welding technology is used 

throughout the Knapen Trailers’ range. 

Light and Multifunctional

The K502 is the most multifunctional trailer in our standard range. This model 

features two 6.2 metre wide door openings on one side. A central stanchion

is fixed between the two door openings to provide strength and stability.

The bearing capacity is maintained when the doors are open thanks to the

full steel chassis, which runs the entire length of the trailer. This model is

suitable for all types of general cargo such as pallets in various sizes and 

dimensions, crates, overhead loading via crane, through an open roof and all 

types of loose bulk cargo. Bulk cargo can be transported thanks to the special 

heavy duty profiles that are used. The finished paint work on our trailers is 

“visible quality” second to no other. This is a result of the hypermodern

spray painting method we use. The quality of Knapen Trailers is maintained

throughout the building process and through to the end of production, by

consistent, stringent quality control. Because we build the best and you

deserve the very best!

Light and Strong

The K200 is Knapen Trailers’ top model. This self supporting trailer is built entirely 

from aluminium, making the K200 the lightest aluminium moving floor trailer

on the market! The K100 is an equivalent model with a steel semi chassis.

Both models represent strength, reliability and quality workmanship. These trailers 

can be tailored to your requirements, with volumes of up to 100m3, thus enable 

you to carry a variety of cargoes loose and bulk cargo. We can provide you with 

custom built trailers and adapt these to meet your specific requirements, by using 

the large number of build options we have at our disposal. Our motto, “Invisible 

technology, visible quality!” is represented by the development of a unique 

upper edge profile with designed strength, that incorporates an integrated runner 

and external sheet fixing. These are standard features on all Knapen models. 


